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out the Ovation'elecrric' classic.

Jeremy Uwins: You brougbt a coun*)/ influence to Fairport
Conoention. Did you gro@ up uith tbis kind of music?
Jerry Donahue: Not really, no more than with anything else.
I guess I started off as a rock and roll player and it was the
mid-sixties before I became interested in country music at all.
I re-ally didn't like it too much when I was starting out. I
developed a taste for it graduatly and I guess the music itself
has progressed a little during the last few years - more rock
type groups have taken it on. Mind you, I'm still not crazy
about the old-hat stuff.
Had your fatber influenced you about playing tbe guitar?
No. I guess it was just because I took piano as a kid that I got
interested in music at all. Then, at a cerain age, I just decided
I wanted to play the guitar. My parents bought me a Spanish
guitar for Christmas and said that if I got really good at it in a
year's time they'd buy me an electric, which is what I really
wanted. Well, according to plan I got my first electric which
was a Fender lazzmaster - a nice first electric. We lived in Los
Angeles and at that time they weren't too expensive.
Did you start gigging tben?

Well, I was just starting high school and only playing for kicks.
A year later I moved to England and it wasn't until about
1966 that I went professional.
How were you first introduced to folk/rock music?
I guess with Fotheringay, although prior to that I'd been with a
group called The Poet And The One Man Band. I got into this

through working

at

Selmer's where Ray Smith was also

he was forming the band. It later became Heads,
Hands And Feet, the original members including Pat Donaldson
and myself. When that broke up I did a couple of months tour
with the Tumbleweeds around the country and western
circuit. I then received a call from Pat saying there was this
group stafting with Sandy Denny and would I mind coming
along and giving it a try. I did so and stayed with Fotheringay
for about a. yeat. I joined Fairport mid-way through the
recording of Rosie, along with Trevor Lucas and Dave Mattacks
who was returning to the band. We started by over-dubbing
some of the things which had already been recorded.
Did you find tbat tbe transition to dn essentially British music

working
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I've always liked folk music although I'm not an ardent
follower - there have always been things I've had a feeling for.
It wasn't really that hard to make the move, specially with the
country, blues, rock feel that I had already.
Hoo do you get tbat pedal steel sound from your guitar? Do

)/ou use any special effects?
No special effects really, I just use a volume pedal. I'm very
interested in steel players especially Clarence White and I
listen hard to what they are playing and try to bend the
strings the way they do - of course they have the pedals to
help them. I use the suing bending in conjunction with the
volume pedal and putting a little reverb on the amp seems to
get the overall sound pretty close.
Eoen with tbe pedal, don't you lose some of tbe edge in tbe
same uay as uben turning down tbe pots on tbe guitar?
No, because my volume pedal doesn't work between the guitar
and the amp. My guitar plugs straight into the amp and the
pedal has just one stereo lead going into a spare channel which
has been rewired so that the pedal turns down the whole
amplifier. Consequently I'm not altering the preamp sound
at all, that stays the same and of course another advantage
is that when you want to play quietly you pull off the pedal
and you're not getting all that hiss. And you are still playing
with the guitar fulI on. This method can give you some good
effects with the reverb. If you hit the strings with the pedal
up, just a muted sound, and then bring in the volume you get
all the reverb shooting out
At the moment I use a Fender Twin Reverb with JBL's, It
has a better sound for my guitars. I'm still experimenting
though and am anxious to hear Dan Armstrong's amp when he
introduces it. I heard a prototype he has at home and it sure
sounds good. I think it is going to provide answers to many of
my problems and I believe it will have a volume pedal input
builiin which will be more compatible than my Present one.
How about your guitars?
I have four electrics - rwo Telecasters and two Stratocasters.
Apart from these I have an Ovation Spanish model with the
contact pick-up inside. This means I can get a nylon string
sound on stage. As I've only just bought it I haven't had a
chance to experiment fully with it yet.

you tbink tbere'll

be any feedback problems?
so. Trevor uses Ovations and he hasn't had any
problems up until now. I took it along once when we were
doing the sound checks and although I didn't have too much
time to work on it, I found I was able to turn it up pretty
loud without any feedback. Apart from its amplified sound
which is immaculate, it has a really lovely acoustic sound. It's
as good as any classical guitar I've heard.
Do

I don't think

Do y ou feel tbat starting

off on

a classical g,titar bas influenced

you in any way?

A little perhaps. The only lessons I ever had were Spanish
guitar lessons. Actually I only took them for three months and
I wasn't really interested - I only wanted to play rock and
ro11. But I guess it helped and being there right at the
beginning there is still some influence.
Your rigbt band possibly?
I stopped using that style when I started with a pick.
What I should have done at the time was to have started using
a thumb-pick but on moving to electric I naturally used a
plectrum.
Yes, but

Are your electrics customised in any way?
Yes. The only one which is pretty much left alone is

the'59

Strat. The customising on the others is mainly visual and
they've had different bodies made. Dick Knight has many
kinds of woods and he did these for me. They not only
enhance the appearance but also the sound. One of the
Telecasters was made absolutely from scratch. I got hold of a
neck and a couple of pick-ups and Dick Knight made the body.

This is mahogany and came from a counter at the original
Elephant and Castle pub which was rorn down some years
back. Dick bought the whole counrer and God knows how
old the wood is - I bet it's had a good few beers spilt on it.
The other Telecaster is my favourite, though. The body's

t

made from bird's-eye maple which is beautiful and it really
sounds greal lt's kind of heavy but I've got used to that. Dave
Pegg has had a bass made from rhe same material and that is
really heavy - I think he is considering selling it just because
of the weight. My other Suatocaster has a rosewood body and
is the heaviest of the four - much heavier than a regular
Les Paul.

Now on the Stratocaster which isn't customised, I have an
interesting thing where instead of the normal arrangement
with two tone controls and one volume control affecting the
three pick-ups, with the 3-way switch, I've got it so one tone
control affects all three pick-ups, with two volume controls. I
still have the switch so norhing /oofts different. On the normal
Stratocaster you're only meant to have one pick-up at a time

if you wedge the switch very carefully you can maybe get
trro. Well, I have it so that the first volume conrrol with the
switch works the neck and bridge pick-ups, the middle
and

pick-up working independently on the second volume control.
So, I can flrrn thar off and have the rop and/or the bridge
pick-up(s) - the middle switch position gives both rogetler.
Then I can mix in the middle pick-up and have all three, or
turn down the volume of the neck and bridge pick-ups and
only have the middle one. And, depending on where I have the
tonal switch I can get the top with the middle or the bortom
with the middle. Therefore I have seven differenr sounds

using

a

plain 3rd?

Well, my guitars axe pretty accurate for a start and even
though the 3rd is plain, it's not so light that it will keep going
out of tune. There is the problem in any case where it tends
to sound sharp when playing E major but I somehow don't
seem to have the problem that much.

Your fingerpicking is oery accurate when playing uery fast. Is
tbe need for accuracy at speed another reason rrby you don't
use extremely ligbt gauge snings?
Yes, because there's a tendency to get caught up with the whip
of the strings if they are too light. I like the strings to have a
certain stiffness so I can go over them without them whipping
back and forth.
Do you abandon tbe plectrum wbilst picking?
No, I still use it. If I'd started off with a thumb-pick I guess it
would have been easier for that style but it's not quite so good
for single string work. When playing fast runs many people
use the thumb-pick and their first finger, but then again that's

a different sound. If I

have

to I'll

use my plectrum in

conjunction with my little finger rather than wi-* itre others.
Good training for tbe little finger!
Yes. Actually I've never found it necessary to use all four
fingers with a thumb-pick - in other words having five

without having altered the appearance at all. It's such an
obvious thing to do. The only disadvantage some people will
find is that if they're using two sounds together and want to
turn down the volumes fast, they have two controls to flrrn
down. With the volume pedal I don't have that problem.
Do you use aery ligbt gauge strings to be able to bend well for

different things going. I guess some people do that though.
interesting the sound obtained by tbe pick and tbe
second finger bitting the sting almost simultaneously. Do
you emplqt tbis at all?
If I ever use that sound I'll get ir by burying the pick into my
thumb a litde bit so that my thumb is hitting the string just
after the pick. I have seen people doing it in the way you

They're not exceptionally light, for insrance not as light as a
Fender Rock'n'Roll ser. I don't like using them thlt light
because I like a lot of snap to the rop strings as well as ihe
bottom ones. I just have to bend a bit harder that's all. I use

describe though.
Witb tbe firct tbree fingers being inberently stronger tban tbe
little one, did you go througb a stage of consciously haaing to
strengtben and deoelop control of tbe little finger?
Yes, and it's hard. Jerry Reed's number, Tbe Claw, which I've
played on stage a couple of times, is a rocky, chunky, fast
instrumental. It requires bass lines with plectrum and chords
with the remaining three fingers, so requiring the little finger,
The other side of the axe.

tbe steel sound?

La Bella custom strings with such gauges as 009 1st, Ol2 Znd,,
016 3rd and so on. The 3rd is plain obviously; I don't think

anyone uses wound thirds these days.

But don't matry players

hazte

problems of intonation wben

The bird's-eye maple Tele in all its glory.
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third fingers.
{ if only in conjunction with the second andlittle
finger and

However I do some arpeggio stuff including the
that really has to be worked at. Just to get it to move at the
right time is hard.
Do you use tbe nails or tbe pads of the fingers?
Oh, I use the pads, my nails are quite short really. I found
that my nails broke a lot and I somehow prefer the sound of
pads on the electric guitar anyway - you can get more snap
when you need it. Really pulling on the strings with my nails
made them keep breaking.
What about your plectrum?
I use a fairly small pick of real toftoiseshell. They never break
although like many people I keep losing them. Plastic picks
not only break but I don't even like the feel of them. My pick
is fairly hard because I don't like it to have any give. If I want
to play really hard, otherpicksjustbend over the strings.
You baoe a oery clear sound, What dre your criteria for good

#M*._

-

,m*q- , " t*

amplification?
Well, I'm not totally satisfied with the Fender sound because
although I need it to be that clean at times, particularly when
doing fast runs, for instance on Tokyo or something like that,
other times I'd like to have a much fatter sound, one with
more punch. So here again I'm waiting for Dan to get his amp
out.
From the guitar side of tbings baoe you eoer been a Gibson

follower?

I find that Gibsons don't give the clean sound I need and
anyway I've been playing Fenders for so long that Gibsons
feel really strange. Little tricks like bending strings behind the
nut I can't do on Gibsons because the head is too close to the
strings. I've come to rely on goodies like that.
I

mentioned Gibsons for tbeir reputation of gfuing fatter
sounds tban Fender, ubicb is sometbing you seem to be
searcbing

for.

.

.

Well, I have that pretty much on my maple Telecaster because
I have a Stratocaster pick-up in the neck position instead of
the normal Tele rhythm pick-up which isn't very powerful.
This Strat pick-up is really husky. It's been rewound really,
really well and it's louder than any of the pick-ups on my
Stratocasters. Now I think much of that may be due to the
fact that I have this bird's-eye maple body which kind of
fattens the sound up a bit. Overall I think the problems lie
with amplification and not the guitars. I would rather have the
fat sound in the amplification than in the pick-ups. For me,
Gibson pick-ups are so poky that it's hard to get a clean sound.
I've tried out most of them and admit they're all louder than
Fenders and really good for that one sound. I like the fat
sound on the top strings but I find the bottom three tend to
sound a little muddy - they don't have that 'twang' the
Fenders have. I'd like to have a combination of the two.
Hendrix used to get it with his Strat - a nice sound on the
bottom strings and really wailing away up top.

Something

I've thought of doing with the

rosewood

Stratocaster is fitting Gibson pick-ups just to see if I can get
that thick sound I'm looking for - I'd maybe then use it as a
second guitar. The Gibson pick-up I prefer is the black one they
had on the Les Paul Junior; it's got a great sound. If I could
come by three of these I think they'd be ideal on the Strat.
I'd still keep the wiring circuit getting seven sounds from the
three pick-ups. The sound characteristics of the rosewood
tends to make the guitar sound a little too shrill for Fender
pick'ups - too lacking in bass. This would be corrected by
using thicker sounding pick-ups and I hope I'd have a nice

compromise
Gibson sound.

- a Fender action and feel with sort of a

you any otber numbers like Tokyo up your sleeoe?
Not exactly, although it would be easy enough to write

Hatse

another instrumental along those lines

I

do another instrumental

-

far-out blue".grass! If
be a slower, more

I think it will

melodic number.

Tokyo seems a l)ery demanding piece and
guitarist would be pleased witb bimself

if

I

imagine any

be could break

it

down and play it at full speed. Was it fairly spoTrtaneous?
Oh no, I sat and worked at it. I had part of it going for a while

).,

but I really finished it off when I knew I was going to join
Fairport. I don't really know what to say about it. It is hard to
play even now and I have to warm up beforehand. I like to
have at least half an hour in the dressing room to limber up.
Generally speaking knocking out rock'n'roll with groups I've
played with in the past wasn't nearly so demanding as playing
with Fairport. Jigs and reels require a lot of speed so I have to
warrn up, making sure I don't get too pissed before going on
stage, which blows it completely.
I understand tbe band practises infrequently, and yet tbe jigs
and reels imoloing unison melodies at break-neck speed must
require a fair amount of rehearsal?
Yes they do. When we do pull ourselves together for a rehearsal
we don't freak around too much, we work very hard. Numbers

and, Sir Barry MacKenzie I learnt from
records because they were already recorded. The same with all
material already recorded - I just did them, the arrangements
were already therc. Tokyo we worked on but I think we had it
in a day. After that it was just a question of getting it up to

like Dirty Linen

speed.

Hou about your personal practice

scbedule?

Are you

a

religious practiser?

No, I'm really not. I used to do some every day; like when I
came home from school I could.n't wait to pick up the guitar.
When you're sitting in school all day working, the prospect of
playing is something to look forward to; practising a couple of
hours before deciding to get stuck into homework. Lately I've
had such a screwed-up schedule that it's just not a question of
doing it every day, although I try to. I really pick it up when

I feel like playing.
What bappens when you do pick it up?
Different things. I might go through a couple of scales to see if
I still remember them. Mosdy it will be in order to limber up
or to Practise a new idea.
Are you a reader?

A very slow one. I can just about fake it if there aren't too
many melody lines. I've never really got my reading up to
speed and I'm pretty lazy in that sense I suppose. I don't
know whether it's unfortunate that it hasn't progressed with

my playing but most people

I

know who started off reading

have tended to rely on reading and have never really developed
their ear. I used to read when I played piano so at least I know

what the notes are

- it's knowing

where they are on the

guitar at the right time that matters.

I remember bearing a sbort wbile back tbat therc was d
possibility of tbe band doing anotber Babbacombe Lee type
album. Is tbis so?

I don't know whether we are actually going to do that but I
believe there's a TV thing coming up which is concerned with
Babbacombe Lee, with the band doing the songs. This means
I'll be learning all the material.
Do any songs from tbis album figure in the set at tbe mornent?
No, and the only one we used to do was during a so-called
acoustic set within our overall set. We'd all go off the sage
leaving the three Daves behind. They would then do the Cell
Sozg with Dave Mattacks on piano, Peggy on mandolin and
Swarb on violin. Having finished that, Trevor would come on
and do something, then on I'd come and play Tbe Claw on
acoustic guitar. I haven't really been involved with Babbacombe
Lee btt I like some of the material.
Generally we are looking forward to Sandy writing numbers
with the band in mind so we can kick them around and give
them a Fairport arrangement. Something I'd really like to see
is Sandy singing a really fast traditional style number with
jigs and reel-type breaks. I guess Walk Awhile would be a
previous example of this. The instrumental breaks in that are
actually traditional so I'd like something like that but even
faster.

you turned your hand to otber fretted instruments?
Only to fool around on. What I'd really like to get into is the
banjo. I don't want to go out and spend a lot of money on
one until I'm convinced I'm going to have a positive interest in
the instrument. But, if I can find an old second hand one I'll
pick it up and start working. It seems like the obvious thing to
do because I have something of a head-start with my right
hand technique. Come to think of it, it would have been nice

Haoe

to use banjo on Tokyo.
Eoeryone bas influences. Who were yours?
In 1960 I guess it was the Ventures. They never really made it
big over here but they were popular in the States at the time.
There was aiso a guy who I dug listening to - his name was
Gerry Maghee. He played in this place on Sunset Strip called
the Seawitch - it's now a leather shop. There was just Gerry, a
drummer and a bass player and they'd whack out instrumentals
all night. He used to thumb pick using a chunky sound on the
bottom and bending strings on top - he was a really wild
player. He was certainly an influence although I never got that

thumb-pick style together too much. Later on I got into
people like James Burton, Glen Campbell (when he was
playing some rockv sruff) and of course Jeny Reed who is
one of my favourite players.

Did you go througb a blues pbase?

Not really. I like playing with the dirry sound now and again
but it's not Clapton style blues. I guess I went through more
of a rock/blues period.
Sometbing ubicb comes tbrougb on Down in tbe flood is tbat
whenyou play a rock solo, it's still Jerry Donabue and not just
a series

of clicbid licks j oined togetber.

Well, I was playing those licks when they first came out but I
never thought to myself, 'This is a rock number so I'm now
goingto do my rock solo.' I don't really listen to rock any more
but when a number calls out for that kind of style I just mix
it in with what I normally play - just turn uP the volume and
whack it out.
Tbe band's sound on Nine uas different to wbat bad gone
before. Did it require any cbanges from you?
Possibly yes, although I think it happened naturally. No one
said you've got to do that or you have to lose that. I had to
learn jigs and reels which I was looking forward to as I'd never

done them before. Playing violin parts on guitar is very
interesting and I've certainly been influenced by Swarb and I
think, he by me. So overall I guess I've changed a little bit but
I've never had to give anything"up - it's still viry definitely me.I
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SPANISH GUITAR CENTRE
36 Cranbourn Street, London WC2H 7AD Tel: 01-240 0754
Business hours lpm6pm, l(hm-Spm Saturdays.

in 1952 by John Williams'father, we were the first of
the "spanish guitar Centres" and have no branches. _Highest
standariis of classical and flamenco guitar tuition are maintained
Established

at all levels, both in

classes and private lessons and keen students

are welcomed.

A brisk postal

service is available

in Concertiste

(bass 65p, treble

35p) Savarez (Slp) and Aranjuez (40p, 25p) strings which

are

hitihly recommended and a complete music and instrument service
is provided for outside teachers. Guitars are available to beginners on
a lpecial trial-plan and may also be hired b/ visitors to London.
Oui extensive ianse of instiuments includes the work ot the most
famous and unkn6wn luthiers as the following examples indicate:
Masaru Kohno f,750, X,500, f.350, L275, 0230; Jose Ramirez
f,425, SIH f400, flamenco f,280, S/H 0190; Toshihiko Nakade
!,450', f.265; Miisuru Tamura L420;, L320, f210, f,165, f,135,

S/H 0360; Jeronimo Fernandez L35A; Manuel Contreras f375, &350,

f,250, S/H f,300, flamenco L225, f,250, t100, S/H f 100, f'80;

David Rubio 1450; Anclres Martin f,350; Juan Alvarez L350,f.275,
flamenco f,250; Anselmo Gonzales !,300, L225, f165, f,150,
f,130, flamenco f,150; Kasuo ltchiyana$ L285, f,185; Vicente
L145, 0100; Taurus
Camacho f,250,
- Thomas Petersen L250,l3-i
H-einz Rossner
f
f'150,
Rodes
Casa
t2OO,
t,175;
'7-string
S/H
f,160; Parramonn f,250, 0180; Matsuoka 165;
Maya f,85, 065; Yoshima f,50, f,45, L40, t30,025. There are many
other low-priced guitars and flamenco guitars. HP facilities are
available. Send
.come to

see us

l0p

stamps

for brochures, stating price

if you possibly

range and

can.

New Handsome Binders
in stocl<

File your precious copy of 'Guitar' in
an Easibinder as soon as you receive
it, giving the magazine full protection
and obviating loss or damage. The
binder opens flat at any page and is
strongly made with a curved spine
and concealed rivets. Fully bound in
leather brown Balacron, and lined
with grey pinseal, with the title
'Guitar' gold blocked over blue
on the spine. Price f2.1 0 inc.
VAT & poGtage in the United

Kingdom. Overseas readers
should ado 60p and make
payment by Banker's Draft
or lnternational Money Order in Sterling.

Sponish Guitor Centre
(MIDLANDS AREA)

Send

\
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for our catalogue of Spanish Guitars. All

well-known luthiers are represented and we have
what we believe to be the largest stock in the
Midlands. Try the Don Tatem guitar - an
investment at 8245 with case.

ROBIN J PEARSCIN (Pr'!n:inal)
64 Clarendon Street,
NOTTI NGHAM (only) Tel. 48325
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